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BANDAI NAMCO Arts Inc. 

Address 

Company name 

Representative 

Person in charge 

TEL/FAX / 

E-mail 

Application form for music works using (Cover) 

１． Music works information  

Song title 

Lyricist 

Composer 

JASRAC code 

Original singer 

２． Details of song using 
Music works of 

usage 

☐Released master disc（Performer・singer

／Product number   ） 

☐New recording ＊Please fill all blanks below

Form ☐VOCAL ☐INST

Arrange ☐POPS ☐ROCK ☐JAZZ ☐BOSSA ☐DANCE ☐ Other（     ） 

Lyric ☐Original ☐Translation（Language  ） ☐Other modification 

Melody ☐Original ☐Modification

Composition ☐Original ☐Modification

Tempo ☐Original ☐Modification

Addition 

＊If there is any modification to the song, please fill in the details.  

＊When using the lyric of translation, please write down the translated title, the name of translator and attach the lyric and its Japanese 

translation to the application form. 

３．Cover artist 
Artist name 

Official HP URL 

＊Please attach a profile if the artist does not have a profile on official homepage. 

４．Product information 
Title 

Content 

Other track name 

Format ☐Single ☐Album ☐Video gram ☐Other（  ） 

Manufacturer /Record 

company 

 

Distribution company 

Number of copies for 

the first time 

Release date Price without tax 

Product number Total number of songs 

Release area ☐Japan ☐Abroad（Country       ） 

５．Song distribution  ☐Yes ☐No 

Type ☐Ringtone ☐Ringtone(Full) ☐PC ☐Subscription 
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☐Others（     ） 

Distribution company 

Aggregator 

Distribution service 

Distribution period 

Distribution area ☐Japan ☐Abroad（Country       ） 

６．Other usage 
＊For other usage such as music video production, TV spot, please fill in the details here. 

Required responding time limit | / / 

Notes 

z Regarding the usage of copyright fee, please apply and process according to the terms and conditions of the copyright management enterpriser. (JASRAC/NexTone).

z We might not be able to inform you the result from related rights holder of your application within the time limit you required.

z After submitting your application, if you want to cancel or make any modification in the application, please contact us as soon as possible.

z If you have a proposal or any other relevant document or demo song, send to us by attaching them to your mail.

z With regard to lyric translation, please make sure the translator agree that the right of translation is belonging with the original right holder (publishing company).

z With regard to the arrangement of the cover song, please make sure the arranger agrees to give up all rights and will not to request any rights.

Ver.18.09 
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